Course Description

As the title suggests, the goal of this course is to survey the history of the New Testament Church from the vantage point of Pauline dispensational truth. Due to the difficult nature of this endeavor, this class will be structured around tracing two compelling stories that occur simultaneous as church history unfolded. One story deals with the genesis, germination, emergence, organization, and power structure of the sacramental Roman Catholic Church of Christendom. The second story will trace groups of believers who maintained theological independence from Rome, where persecuted as heretics by the organized church, but preserved many of the fundamental doctrines of Biblical New Testament Christianity. Most importantly, we will seek to interpret the entire history of the Christian Church through the prism of Pauline authority. As the one to whom the ascended Christ first revealed the revelation of the mystery pertaining to the Church the Body of Christ, for the present Dispensation of Grace (Church Age), the thirteen epistles of Paul will constitute our final authority when judging the veracity of doctrinal beliefs or practices of any group or movement. Consequently, particular attention will directed toward chronically the order in which Pauline truth was lost as well as recovered.

This course is not intended to be an exhaustive study of every event, person, group, or movement that has impacted the last two thousand years of Church History. Rather, we will focus our gaze on those events, people, and groups that further our goals as outlined above. Finally, the first couple weeks of this study will focus on accurately articulately a Biblical framework for understanding history, explaining the importance of history to the Christian Worldview, and establishing the historical reliability of the Bible.

Topical Course Outline (Subject to Change)

- The Biblical View of History
  - Scientific vs. Speculative History
  - Dots, Lines, and Circles: Three Views of Time
  - Constructing a Scriptural Framework of Understanding History
  - The Importance of History to the Christian Worldview
  - Historical Accuracy of the Bible

- The Era of Paul (35-65 A.D.)
  - What is the Body of Christ (Universal Church)?
  - What is the local church: beliefs and organization?
  - Luke the first church historian/summary of Paul’s Apostolic journeys
  - II Timothy: Paul’s parting thoughts on apostasy
• The Infant Church and the Roman Empire (65-313 A.D.)
  o Christian beliefs and Roman culture
  o The formation of the cannon
  o Early heresies and the beginning of the Catholic Hierarchy
  o The school of Alexandria and the heretical church fathers
  o Roman Imperial Persecutions

• The Christian Roman Empire (315-590 A.D.)
  o The Conversion of Constantine and the Edit of Milan
  o The secular council of Nicea
  o Christianity become the state religion of the Empire
  o Church councils and the increase in Papal power
  o St. Augustine the heretic
  o Organized church persecutes the true church
  o The fall of the Roman Empire and the state of the church in the East

• The so-called Christian Middle Ages (590-1517 A.D.)
  o The ordering force the church
  o Christianizing the barbarians
  o Clovis, Charles Martel, Charlemagne and the power of the Papacy
  o Holy Mother Church
  o Papal dictatorship persecutes the true church
  o Crusades and Renaissance the tinder of the Reformation

• The Protestant Revolution (1517-1648 A.D.)
  o Erasmus, the Textus Receptus, and the Reformation
  o Luther’s Dangerous Ideas
  o Calvin and Zwingli
  o From Henry VIII to Cromwell
  o Reformers persecute other Reformers
  o Short comings of the reformers
  o Is the reformation over?
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